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Jane Stuart-Smith*

Through the looking glass

Changing perspetives on /s/ and gender over time in Glasgow

Abstrat: This paper onsiders the relative in�uene on soiophoneti interpreta-

tion of /s/ using `stati' and `dynami' aousti analysis, where dynami refers

to the use of measures whih apture the time-varying nature of segmental aous-

tis, and stati to measures whih are taken at a single point, or from an average

aross the sound (Doherty et al., 2015; Watson and Harrington, 1999). Stati and

dynami Disrete Cosine Transformation (DCT) analyses of spetral Centre of

Gravity (CoG) and spetral Slope measures/trajetories were arried out on gen-

dered produtions of /s/ and /S/ for a real- and apparent-time 32 speaker sample

in Glasgow dialet. Results of stati CoG measures, re�eting plae of artiulation,

indiate a redution of gender di�erentation over time, suh that girls born most

reently revert to older vernaular (lower frequeny) norms. Adding stati spetral

Slope, re�eting artiulatory onstrition, shows a hange in gendered di�erentia-

tion, whereby boys born most reently show a gestural shift. The DCT analysis

both on�rms the stati results (through the �rst oe�ient), and also reveals that

dynami harateristis of both sibilants arry key additional prosodi, linguisti

and soial information for this ommunity. Together, our results re�et for the �rst

time the usefulness of hanging analytial perspetives on /s/, in terms of aousti

analysis (from stati to dynami), and of linguisti (/s/ and /S/) and soial ontext

(gender and time).

1 Introdution

A onstant theme for soiophonetis (Foulkes, 2006; Foulkes et al., 2010; Hay and

Drager, 2007), is how best to apture and haraterise the relevant aspets of

speeh whih relate to identi�ed soial onstruts (Doherty et al., 2015). The

orollary is how in turn these `pitures' in�uene our oneptualisation of soial-

indexiality and speeh�a ore aspet of all sienti� enquiry detailed in the role

of `thing knowledge' on sienti� desription and ognition (Baird, 2004; Dijkstra,

2012; Huggett, 2017).
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This paper fousses on a spei� aspet of `viewing' speeh, the relative in�u-

ene on soiophoneti interpretation of /s/ using `stati' and `dynami' aousti

analysis, where dynami refers to the use of measures whih apture the time-

varying nature of segmental aoustis, and stati to measures whih are taken at

a single point, or from an average aross the sound (Doherty et al., 2015; Watson

and Harrington, 1999). Stati aousti analyses have repeatedly on�rmed soially-

onditioned variation in the prodution of /s/ aross several varieties of English

and for other languages (Levon et al., 2017; Stuart-Smith, 2007). Reidy (2016)

shows that dynami aousti analysis reveals important ross-linguisti di�erenes

between English and Japanese /s/ not disernible from stati measures. Here we

ask how a dynami aousti representation improves our understanding of /s/ with

respet to gender.

Spei�ally, /s/ and gender in Glaswegian are investigated using measures

from stati and dynami (Disrete Cosine Transformation) analyses of spetral

Centre of Gravity (CoG) and Slope, with respet to time and phonologial ontrast.

First, are hanges in soial gender over time linked to hanges in the realization

of /s/? Synhroni work on aousti shifts in /s/ prodution show how sensitive

this sound an be in response to soial identities (e.g. Podesva and Kajino 2014).

Glasgow /s/ has always been thought to be a stable gender marker, but are shifts

in the post-industrial itysape sine the Seond World War linked to shifts in

gendered /s/ prodution? Seond, are hanges in gender and /s/ over time related

to /S/? This perspetive takes /s/ as one of the pair of sibilants, in e.g. seat beside

sheet. There appears to have been little disussion of the soial work done by /S/,

with the result that /S/ seems to be rather dull ompared to its hard-working

ounterpart /s/ (Ekert, 2003). Our results re�et for the �rst time the usefulness

of hanging analytial perspetives on /s/, in terms of aousti analysis (from

stati to dynami), and of linguisti (/s/ and /S/) and soial ontext (gender and

time).

2 Bakground

2.1 Dynami aousti analysis in soiophoneti researh

Watson and Harrington (1999)'s large-sale study of 19 monophthongs and diph-

thongs in ontrolled speeh by 132 Australian English speakers, was the �rst

demonstration of how aousti vowel targets and time-varying aousti information

for the �rst two formants, together serve to di�erentiate vowel quality, inluding

within monophthongs, espeially the tense/lax pairs. Their deision to apture the
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dynami behaviour of formant traks in vowel prodution using Disrete Cosine

Transformation (DCT), had the advantage that a single `DCT analysis' of formant

traks gives oe�ients whih apture both target information usually obtained by

stati measures, through the �rst oe�ient, and dynami information, through

the seond and higher oe�ients; for DCT, see Setion 2.3. Williams and Es-

udero (2014) extended these onlusions for 16 diphthongs and monophthongs

(espeially /u:/) from two British English dialets, Southern Standard British En-

glish and She�eld English. They found the �rst two DCT oe�ients together

provided optimal separation of vowel quality, noting (p.2754) that the �rst oef-

�ient is `indiative of the average resonanes of the voal trat over the ourse

of a vowel token [and℄ is therefore quite likely to di�er between di�erent voal

trat sizes (e.g., gender) and shapes (e.g., tongue positions)', whilst the seond

`orresponds to hanges in those resonane frequenies over the ourse of a vowel

token, broadly re�eting the extent and diretion of hange.'

Reent soiophoneti work on vowel monophthongs has also begun to show

the value of using measures whih apture the dynamis of formant trajetories,

also known as Vowel Inherent Spetral Change (VISC; see e.g. Morrison and Ass-

mann 2013). The work of Jaewiz and olleagues (e.g. Jaewiz et al. 2011) found

that vowel hange in three Amerian dialets for nominal monophthongs of BIT,

BED, BAD, results in shifts in the position in the vowel spae, and variation in

formant dynamis; that of Haddian et al. (2013) also used formant trajetories to

unpik the role of soial-indexiality in hanges to GOAT and GOOSE in real- and

apparent-time in York. Doherty et al. (2015)'s study onentrates of nine monoph-

thongs and diphthongs in west Australian English, and foussed on method. Their

omparison of two stati aousti measures from F1 and F2, temporal midpoint

and target estimate from formant maximum, and one dynami (SSANOVA on for-

mant traks) highlights the numerous additional di�erenes aross all nine vowels

revealed by the dynami method.

Dynami aousti analysis of onsonant sounds for whih aousti transitions

are integral, suh as glides and /r l/, is inreasingly ommon (e.g. Carter and Loal

2007, Stuart-Smith et al. 2015a, on liquids). Kirkham et al. (2019) use Generalized

Additive Mixed Models (GAMMs) to unover dynami di�erenes in laterals in the

neighbouring Manhester and Liverpool dialets. GAMMs take formant traks as

input to advaned mixed models whih provide visual representations of modelled

traks, and signi�ane testing for potential di�erenes from spei�ed �xed fators

(urrently up to two-way interations; for GAMMs, see Sóskuthy 2017). Dynami

analysis of obstruents is muh less usual. Here DCT analysis was used to look at

/s/ and gender over time in Glasgow for the following reasons:

� sibilants are quite like vowel monophthongs in that they have both target-

like frequeny ranges of spetral energy, and they also show some variation
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in spetral energy over their timeourse. DCT analysis gives measures whih

apture both aspets of sibilants together (Harrington et al., 2018; Watson

and Harrington, 1999).

� DCT analysis an be applied to traks of variable length, without needing to

make arbitrary deisions about how many points to take for a trak, or time

normalization (Watson and Harrington, 1999)

� DCT oe�ients are ontinuous, mathematially-independent measures,

amenable to linear mixed modelling to test for the in�uene of �xed and

random fators, separately and in interation.

� agent-based modelling of sound hange whih redues aousti trajetories,

also for /s/-retration, to a three-point multidimensional spae using DCT

analysis is proving e�etive (Harrington et al., 2018; Harrington and Shiel,

2017). This study provides the �rst orroboration of DCT analysis for identi-

fying soiophoneti fators governing the realization of sibilants in naturally-

ourring, asual, onversational vernaular speeh.

2.2 Capturing the aoustis of /s/

The aousti spetrum of /s/ re�ets the resonanes of the avities behind and

espeially in front of the onstrition made by the tongue tip/blade lose to the

alveolar ridge, and the shape and nature of the onstrition itself, as the jet of air

is fored through the onstrition and then strikes the surfaes of the teeth as it

leaves the voal trat (Johnson, 2003). Those of /S/ di�er in the relative size of

the front avity, being made bigger/longer with the retration of the onstrition,

the length and grooving of the onstrition, and in English, lip-rounding. Aousti

variation relates to the hanges to the size of the front avity and the shape of the

onstrition, though these quasi-artiulatory parameters are rather abstrat, and

atual mapping bak onto artiulation in the absene of artiulatory data is triky

(Sundara, 2005).

The spetrum of /s/ shows peaks and troughs whih an be aptured in mea-

sures of spetral Peak and (front)Slope, the latter re�eting the low frequeny

`shoulder' of energy visible on the spetrogram below the main bands of high fre-

queny energy; Jesus and Shadle (2002); Reidy (2015); Figure 1. Moments analysis

(Forrest et al., 1988) models the spetrum as a normal distribution, from whih

the main distributional properties, or `moments', are alulated, and have been

shown to distinguish friative plae of artiulation (Jongman et al., 2000). The

�rst moment�the Centre of Gravity (CoG)�aptures the mean frequeny of the

spetrum, and is modelled here. Peak and CoG frequenies orrelate with hanges

in front avity, with smaller/shorter avities showing higher Peak and CoG, and
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Figure 1: Long-term average spetrum (lower right) showing peak (solid line) and

front slope (dashed line) for /s/ said by a working-lass woman in the phrase, `I think some

of the'. /s/ is shaded on the waveform/spetrogram (bak).

vie versa; Slope relates to subtle hanges in the shape and nature of the on-

strition, with more /S/-like sounding sibilants showing higher Slope values (.f.

Sundara 2005).

2.3 Dynami analysis of /s/ using DCT

Reidy (2016)'s ross-linguisti study of word-initial /s S/ demonstrates how dy-

nami di�erenes distinguish Japanese and English /s/. Reidy used polynomial

growth-urve analysis on auditorily-transformed ERB spetral peaks from spe-

tra taken at 17 points aross the sibilants. English and Japanese sibilants di�ered

from eah other in overall level of spetral frequeny and spetral shape. But likely

the most interesting �nding for soiophonetis is that Japanese and English /s/

di�ered not in Peak frequeny, but in trajetory shapes. Subsequent work on Aus-

tralian English (Stevens and Harrington, 2016) also showed qualitative di�erenes

in CoG trajetories taken aross /s S/ aording to onset struture.

Figure 2 shows a DCT analysis for the /s/ token in Figure 1. The 9-point CoG

trak is ompressed into three DCT oe�ients (Watson and Harrington, 1999).

The �rst oe�ient, CoGk0, gives the mean value for the trak, and so is similar
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Figure 2: DCT analysis for /s/ in some shown in Figure 1. Upper left: time-

normalized trak of CoG measures. Right: Plots and values of the �rst three DCT oe�ents,

k0 (mean), k1 (slope) and k2 (urvature) of the CoG trak. Lower left: DCT-smoothed CoG

trak.
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to the stati CoG measure taken from a long-window spetrum. The other two

oe�ients apture aspets of the time-varying shape of the trajetory. CoGk1

gives the degree and diretion of the slope of the CoG trajetory, a negative value

orresponds to an inrease of CoG value aross the trajetory (as a osine it has

an inverse relationship with the variable value). CoGk2 re�ets urvature of the

trajetory typial of sibilants, a negative value indiates more a humped-shape

trajetory.

2.4 Gender in Glasgow /s/

Glasgow dialet has long been known for showing an auditorily-retrated /s/

(Maafee, 1983), likely from tip-raising, whih inreases the size of the front avity

(Johnson, 2003). Stuart-Smith (2007) analysed spetral Peak and Slope of /s/ in

read wordlists from 32 speakers, strati�ed by age, gender and soial lass, reorded

in the 1990s. Male and female speakers were generally di�erent, but working-lass

girls additionally showed signi�antly lower frequeny /s/ than all other female

groups, suh that they lustered with the men and the boys. Previous studies

had onsistently shown English female speakers with higher overall frequenies,

assumed to arise from a smaller front avity (Flipsen Jr et al., 1999). The Glas-

gow results evidened the soial onstrution of gender for /s/ prodution, sine

the working-lass girls were learly using artiulatory strategies to overome phys-

iologial onstraints to produe aoustially lower frequeny /s/. This was most

likely to distinguish themselves from their middle-lass ounterparts, similar to

Ekert (2000)'s polarization of `burned out' Burnout from Jok girls. Similar re-

sults have been found for numerous di�erent ontexts and instantiations of soial

gender (Levon et al., 2017).

/s/ is thought to be a stable gender marker in Glasgow (Stuart-Smith et al.,

2007). However, the soial onstrution of gendered male and female roles has

hanged over the twentieth entury, in onjuntion with shifts in soial and geo-

graphial mobility engendered during both World Wars and the latter half of the

20th entury. Being hildren in the 1970s was rather di�erent from in the 1990s:

if soial onstrutions of gender shifted over time in Glasgow, are these re�eted

in gendered hanges in /s/? In partiular, is lowered /s/ in working-lass girls a

reent development? And, if /s/ is hanging, does this entail a shift in /S/ too?

These questions are summarized in the ore researh question here: Does a dynami

aousti representation improve our understanding of how soial gender relates to

sound hange in /s/ and /S/ in spontaneous Glaswegian vernaular over time?
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3 Method

All instanes of word-initial, stressed /s S/ were extrated from interviews and

asual onversations from 32 working-lass, Glaswegian speakers, from the ele-

troni, automatially-segmented, LaBB-CAT Sounds of the City orpus (Fromont

and Hay 2012; Stuart-Smith et al. 2017). The sample is strutured by gender, pre-

senting as `female'/`male', and real- and apparent-time, with reordings made in

the 1970s and 1990s, from middle-aged (40-55 years) and younger (10-17 years)

speakers, giving four deades of birth: 1920s, 1940s, 1960s, 1980s. `real-time' om-

parisons are made on the basis of year of reording (so 1920s vs 1940s, 1960s vs

1980s), `apparent-time' by omparing older and younger speakers within 1970s or

1990s (so 1920s vs 1960s, 1940s vs 1980s). The 1990s-reorded speakers are the

same as those whose read speeh was analysed in Stuart-Smith (2007).

The stati measures were alulated in Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2013)

from spetra initially estimated using the To spetrum funtion (10ms Hamming

window) aross the entral 70% duration of the sibilants. The sound �les were

downsampled to 22kHz, and high-/low-pass �ltered at 1kHz and 11kHz, to remove

extraneous low frequeny energy and to prevent aliasing respetively, giving a

frequeny range of 1-11kHz aross whih CoG and Peak ould be derived. An

additional preaution was taken to eliminate erroneous tokens from wrong fore-

alignment and segmentation error, by removing all tokens showing perseverative

voiing. CoG and Spread were alulated from the spetra, and then Peak and

Slope measures were taken after onversion of the spetra using To LTAS(1-to-1).

Slope was measured using LTAS:Get slope over 1-4kHz frequeny range (adapted

from Jesus and Shadle 2002's low frequeny slope).

The dynami measures were alulated using dt() in the emuR() pakage,

from traks of CoG (et) measures alulated in Praat from a sequene of 10ms

Hamming-window spetra, with no overlap, again aross the entral 70% sibilant

portion, downsampled and �ltered as before. An additional onstraint was that

only sibilants with durations > 70ms were analysed. This, together with pruning

of very low frequeny tokens with CoG < 2,4kHz, redued the initial 7083 tokens to

the subset dataset of 3392 tokens analysed here. While spetral Peak often gives a

better stati representation of soial di�erenes than CoG (e.g. Stuart-Smith 2007),

CoG traks showed less loal variability aross the sibilants than Peak traks. Here,

results are presented for CoG and Slope, whih also showed better disrimination

of linguisti and soial fators than Spread.

All measures were modelled using lme4() and lmerTest() in R R Core

Team (2013). Dependent variables were stati CoG and Slope, and CoGk0-k2,

Slopek0-k2 for the trajetories. Fixed fators were: sibilant (log)Duration, fol-
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lowing phonologial ontext, Sound, Gender, Deade of birth, and all interations

for Sound*Gender*Deade of birth. Models also inluded random interepts for

Speaker, Word, and random slopes for Deade by Word, and Following ontext by

Speaker.

Before modelling, all variables were oneptually `entred', either by saling

for (log)Duration, or sum ontrasts oding, whih redues ollinearity in the mod-

els and helps them to onverge (Sonderegger et al., 2018). A grand mean is al-

ulated aross the levels of a fator, and then relates n-1 of the levels to that

mean. Gender and Sound have one oded level: Gender1=female, Sound1=/S/,

male and /s/ are inferred. Following phonologial ontext�Post has 2 oded levels:

Post1= spread lose front vowels vs grand mean of Post, Post2=entral vowels;

rounded bak vowels/onsonants is inferred. Deade of birth has 3 oded levels:

Deade1=1920s(70-M), Deade2=1940s(90-M) and Deade3=1960s(70-Y), eah vs

grand mean of Deade; 1980s(90-Y) is inferred.

4 Results

The model summaries given in Tables ?? show that the linguisti fators of Du-

ration and following phonologial ontext signi�antly onstrain the spetral har-

ateristis, stati and dynami, of both sibilants as expeted. For example, the

spetral frequeny of CoG and CoGk0, is higher for sibilants before spread lose

front, and entral vowels, and lowered by the oartiulatory in�uene of following

rounded bak vowels and/or onsonants (Baker et al. 2011). Here we fous on

results for Sound, Gender and Deade, based on the relevant signi�ant model es-

timates whih are given in the Tables, plus targeted pairwise omparisons between

levels inferred by the oding, and so whih are not represented in the estimates

given in the model summaries. The reporting of statistis for the relative ontribu-

tion of signi�ant terms and interations to the models is limited to higher-order

interations.

4.1 First look: Stati re�etions

The signi�ant three-way interation of Sound*Gender*Deade (F(3,1977.8)=2.93,

p=0.03) is shown in Figure 3. As expeted, /s/ has higher CoG frequenies than /S/,

and female speakers show overall higher frequeny CoGs than males (p=, but only

for /s/ (Holliday et al. 2015). But we also see shifts by time. /S/ shows a real-time

inrease for men (t=2.51, p=0.02), and apparent-time for 70s-reorded speakers
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Fators stati CoG mean(CoGk0) slope(CoGk1) urvature(CoGk2)

Interept 4,691

∗∗∗
6,323

∗∗∗
31 −202

∗∗∗

Duration −34

∗∗
−301

∗∗∗
−69

∗∗∗
71

∗∗∗

Sound1(/s/) 624

∗∗∗
767

∗∗∗
−50

∗∗
−59

∗∗∗

Post1(spread-front-vowels) 139

∗∗∗
174

∗∗∗
−100

∗∗∗

Post2(entral-vowels) 74

∗
84 −96

∗∗∗

Gender1(female) 312

∗∗∗
366

∗∗∗
−13

Deade1(1920s) −269 −395

∗
16 −35

Deade2(1940s) 166 259 7 28

Deade3(1960s) 161 193 7 −57

∗

Sound1:Gender1 223

∗∗∗
246

∗∗∗
−38

∗∗∗

Sound1:Deade1 18 −8 −2

Sound1:Deade2 160

∗∗∗
193

∗∗∗
−30

Sound1:Deade3 −90

∗
−155

∗∗
118

∗∗

Gender1:Deade1 46 108

Gender1:Deade2 −119 −100

Gender1:Deade3 58 −45

Sound1:Gender1:Deade1 −71

∗
−91

∗

Sound1:Gender1:Deade2 53 89

∗

Sound1:Gender1:Deade3 45 107

∗

Note:

∗
p<0.05;

∗∗
p<0.01;

∗∗∗
p<0.001

Table 1: Estimates for modelling of stati and dynami measures for CoG.
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Fators stati Slope mean(Slopek0) slope(Slopek1) urvature(Slopek2)

Interept 36.2

∗∗∗
41.7

∗∗∗
−0.3 −0.9

∗∗∗

Duration −1.1

∗∗∗
−2.5

∗∗∗
−0.5

∗∗∗
0.3

∗∗∗

Sound1(/s/) −4.6

∗∗∗
−6.1

∗∗∗
0.7

∗∗∗
0.5

∗∗∗

Post1(spread-front-vowels) −0.7

∗
−0.5 −0.6

∗∗∗
0.3

∗∗

Post2(entral-vowels) 0.2 −0.2 −0.2 −0.1

Gender1(female) −3.1

∗∗∗
−4.3

∗∗∗
−0.2 0.1

Deade1 −0.6 −0.9 −0.3 0.01

Deade2 0.4 0.7 −0.1 0.5

∗∗

Deade3 −3.1

∗∗
−3.8

∗
0.1 0.1

Sound1:Gender1 −1.5

∗∗∗
−1.5

∗∗∗
0.01 0.2

∗∗

Sound1:Deade1 0.5 0.4 0.3 −0.2

Sound1:Deade2 −1.0

∗∗∗
−1.4

∗∗∗
0.1 −0.1

Sound1:Deade3 −0.5 −0.4 −0.4 −0.1

Gender1:Deade1 −1.0 −0.8 0.1 0.3

∗

Gender1:Deade2 −0.3 −0.6 0.8

∗∗∗
−0.02

Gender1:Deade3 2.2

∗
1.9 −0.2 −0.2

Sound1:Gender1:Deade1 1.1

∗∗∗
0.9

∗∗
0.03 −0.5

∗∗∗

Sound1:Gender1:Deade2 0.2 0.004 −0.6

∗∗∗
−0.01

Sound1:Gender1:Deade3 −0.02 −0.2 0.2 0.1

Note:

∗
p<0.05;

∗∗
p<0.01;

∗∗∗
p<0.001

Table 2: Estimates for modelling of stati and dynami measures for spetral Slope.
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Figure 3: Model estimates of stati CoG(Hz) plotted by sound, gender and deade

of birth.

(females: t=2.87, p=0.008; males: t=2.63, p=0.02). For /s/, male speakers show

generally low CoG values, with a rise in 1940s-born males (1940s vs 1920s: t=3.8,

p=0.005; 1980s vs 1940s: t=-2.81, p=0.008). Females show a real- and apparent-

time rise in CoG values, and then a reversal in the girls born in the 1980s, who

pattern with the women born in the 1920s (1980s vs 1940s: t=-2.97, p=0.007;

1980s vs 1960s: t=-2.32, p=0.03).

Slope also shows a signi�ant interation of Sound*Gender*Deade (F(3,2000.9)=

5.7, p= 0.0007); Figure 4. But the pattern is rather di�erent from that of CoG,

showing soially-salient shifts not only to the `avity size' parameter of the sibilant,

but also to its onstrition shape. As expeted, overall /S/ shows higher Slopes

than /s/, males have higher Slope values than females, and espeially for /s/.

But we also see hanges to both sibilants. For /S/, there is a real- and marginal

apparent-time rise in Slope for female speakers (1920s vs 1940s: t=-3.13, p=0.004,

1920s vs 1960s: t=-1.8, p=0.08; 1960s vs 1980s: t=-1.93, p=0.06), and a real-time

rise for boys (1960 vs 1980s: t=-2.4, p=0.02). For /s/, there is a real-time rise

for girls (1960s vs 1980s: t=-3.24, p=0.003), but a substantial real-time inrease

in Slope for the boys (1980s vs 1960s: t=4.59, p<0.0001, 1980s vs 1940s: t=4.36,

p=0.0001), suh that the boys born in the 1980s no longer di�er in Slope between

/s/ and /S/.
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Figure 4: Model estimates of stati spetral Slope plotted by sound, gender and

deade of birth.

5 Seond look: Dynami re�etions

The results for CoGk0, re�eting the mean of the CoG trajetory aross the fria-

tive, show similar, if more signi�ant, e�ets for prosodi, linguisti, and soial

fators, than the stati CoG measures, with the same patterning (Sound*Gender*

Deade: F(3,2010.6)=4.44, p=0.004). CoGk0 is strongly orrelated with CoG:

r=0.91; t(3390)=125.18, p<0.0001.

The higher oe�ients show that dynami shifts to avity size aross the

friatives arry key additional prosodi, linguisti, and soial information. CoGk1

re�ets hanges in magnitude and diretion of the slope of the CoG trajetory

over the friative. /S/ shows higher CoGk1 than /s/, orresponding to a greater

lowering of CoG frequeny aross the trajetory for /S/ than /s/, exept for the

1960s-born adolesents (Sound*Deade F(3,81.1)=2.87, p=0.04).

Both sibilants show real- and apparent-time inreases in CoGk2 (Deade:

F(3,29.07)=3.01, p=0.046), re�eting dereasing humpiness in the urvature of the

CoG trajetory over time. We also �nd a Sound*Gender interation for CoGk2

(F(1,3055.19)=15.56, p<0.0001), suh that male speakers show no di�erene in
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Figure 5: CoG traks by sound, gender and deade of birth based on LME estimates

of DCT CoGk0-k2.

urvature by sound, whilst females show muh lower CoGk2 for /s/ than /S/, so

more humped /s/ and less humped /S/.

The DCT results for the CoG traks are summarized visually in the smoothed

estimate traks in Figure 5. Di�erenes in spetral shape along with those of

overall mean CoG frequeny are learly visible aross the two sibilants, for male

and female speakers, and by deade of birth: both 1980s-born girls and boys drop

CoG frequeny for /s/, but girls show a di�erent CoG trajetory at the end of the

friative.

Slopek0 re�ets the mean value of the spetral Slope trajetory, and so hanges

in onstrition shape over the friative. This measure is strongly orrelated with

stati Slope (r=0.85; t(3390)=93.09, p<0.0001), and shows a similar patterning of

signi�ant prosodi, linguisti, and soiolinguisti e�ets as for stati Slope; Table

2.

The higher Slope oe�ients again reveal additional dynami di�erenes, re-

�eting that shifts in onstrition shape arry prosodi, linguisti and soial in-

formation. Slopek1 re�ets the size and diretion of shifts in the `shoulder' of

low-frequeny energy during sibilant prodution. The signi�ant interation of

Sound*Gender*Deade for Slopek1 (F(3,1888.93)=4.67, p=0.003) re�ets varia-

tion in hanges to the Slope trajetory suh that it is steeper for /s/ than /S/,
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Figure 6: Slope traks by sound, gender and deade of birth based on LME esti-

mates from DCT CoGk0-k2.

whih in turn over apparent-time inreases for males (1940s vs 1980s: t=-2.26,

p=0.01), and dereases for females (1940s vs 1980s: t=2.25, p=0.03).

The urved shape of the spetral Slope trajetory, how the `shoulder' of low

frequeny rises and falls over the friative, is aptured by Slopek2. The signi�ant

interation of Sound*Gender*Deade (F(3,1403.2)=4.88, p=0.002) re�ets the less-

humped Slope trajetory for /s/ than /S/, with the reservation that over apparent-

time, female speakers show more urved spetral Slope trajetories than males for

/S/ (1920s vs 1960s: t=2.39, p=0.02; 1940s vs 1980s: t=2.79, p=0.007).

Figure 6 gives a visual dynami summary of di�erenes in the spetral Slope

trajetory over the ourse of the sibilants, by sound, gender and deade of birth.

The nature of the sibilant onstrition appears to have experiened hanges whih

are strutured by linguisti and soial fators, and whih impat on the sibilants'

mean and spetral shape. As for the dynami CoG results, we again see that both

girls and boys born in the 1980s are doing something, but di�erently from eah

other, and this is even learer from the dynami perspetive.
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6 Disussion

6.1 The impat of hanging spetral measures for

`viewing' /s/

Our study demonstrates how the seletion of stati spetral measures, CoG or

Slope, fundamentally hanges our interpretation of the soiophonetis of /s/.

Viewed only from CoG, a hoie taken by many to apture key soial-indexial

properties of /s/, the inferene here would be a real-time redution in the gender

di�erene for Glasgow speakers, as girls born in the 1980s revert to earlier verna-

ular norms, and in so doing, approximate lower, male, spetral frequeny. When

spetral Slope is added, a di�erent piture emerges. We see in terms of onstrition

shape, it is the boys born in the 1980s who hange the most: as girls lower their

spetral CoG frequeny approahing that of the boys, so the boys shift another

aspet of their friative prodution, e�etively shifting their sibilants away from

those of the girls (and so muh that the boys' /s/ Slope equals /S/).

The dynami DCT analysis using Disrete Cosine Transformation adds an-

other ruial perspetive. This allows us to apture with the �rst oe�ient, the

main `target' aousti harateristis, re�eting variation in sibilant avity size and

onstrition shape. The higher oe�ients reveal that dynami aspets of friative

prodution arry key additional prosodi, linguisti, and soial information. This

in itself is not surprising: the artiulation of speeh sounds is known to be omplex

and dynami. The assumption that all linguisti and soial information is ap-

tured in steady-state aspets, when the proess of produing speeh in interation

is also dynami, seems odd. Rather, we might expet that if we wish to model so-

iophoneti variation from highly-unontrolled asual onversation, using dynami

analysis may be more appropriate. Harrington and Shiel (2017) justify the use of

DCT analysis to model the role of interation for sound hange, partly beause

the higher DCT oe�ients apture both the `inherently dynami synhroni pro-

esses suh as oartiulation and undershoot' arising from phoneti onstraints,

and hanges to trajetory shape arising `as a onsequene of interations between

the agents'. Our results on�rm that both `target' and dynami aspets of sibilant

variants arry key soial-indexial information for this ommunity.

6.2 Gendered hanges to Glaswegian /s S/

Stati CoG measures show that Glasgow /s/ is always a ertain kind of (soial)

/s/. They also suggest a reversal to `old' variants in the adolesent girls born in
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the 1980s. Stuart-Smith (2007) interpreted the read speeh results from these same

girls as mathing male norms; the perspetive of time shows that the girls may

be returning to vernaular female norms. Inluding stati spetral Slope measures

suggest that the girls are shifting to `new-old' /s/-variants, perhaps with a di�er-

ent gesture. They also show that�perhaps unusually�as the girls shift their /s/

variants, so the boys shift theirs, and far more so than the girls. Clearly the Glaswe-

gian sibilants are not as stable as previously assumed: as /s/ beomes more `esh-y',

so /S/ in turn beomes `esh-ier', espeially in female speakers. S/ also emerges as

soially informative in this dialet, and is undergoing hange too.

The real- and apparent-time di�erenes in sibilants are most evident in the

speeh of the adolesents born in the 1980s. Their hildhoods oinided with the

reformation of lose-knit networks in the inner-ity and peripheral housing estates,

following the period of substantial upheaval of urban regeneration and soio-spatial

hanges to the itysape (Stuart-Smith et al., 2007). Stuart-Smith (2007) showed

these same working-lass girls frozen in a snapshot, polarised from the middle-lass

girls suh that they patterned with men. Now we an infer that this was the result

of a fairly reent hange in /s/, likely enhaned by additional persona onstrution

for reading the wordlist in the presene of the university �eldworker.

These hanges to sibilants belong to a more general emergent loal, soially-

salient style used by adolesents born during this post-industrial period (Stuart-

Smith et al., 2007). This style integrates phonologial innovations (e.g. TH-fronting;

Stuart-Smith et al. 2013) with a return to `new-old' vernaular norms in �ne-

grained aspets of speeh, suh as /s/ here, and stop aspiration (Stuart-Smith et al.,

2015b), and with inreased use of Sots lexis, e.g. hoose for house; Stuart-Smith

(2003). More generally, our initial hypothesis, that shifts in soial gender over

time might be re�eted in subtle shifts in /s/ and /S/ prodution is on�rmed. /s/

in the girls born in the 1980s is less lassially `feminine', i.e. high-frequeny. The

boys' sibilants show lear evidene of gestural shift too. These results suggest lose

links between phoneti variation and soial-indexial meaning for this vernaular

ommunity as its own soial instantiations shifted over time.

7 Conlusions

This study returned to the Glaswegian speakers from the 1990s, whose read speeh

was analysed in Stuart-Smith (2007), and extended the analytial perspetives in

terms of time, phonologial ontrast, and spetral measures. Foussing on sponta-

neous speeh from working-lass speakers, this study shows real- and apparent-

time hange for /s/ and /S/ over an e�etive timespan of seventy years. Adding
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/S/ shows that both /s/ and /S/ show gendered prodution. Our stati analysis

expanded from overall level of spetral frequeny (CoG), re�eting shifts in front

avity size, to show that gendered hanges are also taking plae to subtle aspets of

sibilant artiulation, as re�eted by spetral Slope. Our use of DCT analysis high-

light that hanges to gendered prodution of Glaswegian sibilants over time relate

not only to `steady-state' harateristis, but also to hanges in spetral energy

over the ourse of the friatives themselves, and so to their dynami harateristis.

It is lear that DCT analysis, just as demonstrated for dialetal variation

in read vowels (Williams and Esudero, 2014), is also well-suited to soiopho-

neti investigation of sibilants in naturally-ourring speeh. There is however fur-

ther work to be done with respet to spetral analysis of sibilants more generally.

Reidy (2015) reviewed di�erent methods of alulating the spetrum itself, disrete

Fourier transform (DFT) with and without pre-emphasis, and the multitaper spe-

trum. He found di�erenes in the spetra, and hene the derived measures, but the

same patterning for soial and linguisti ontrasts irrespetive of spetral estima-

tor. Again, the value of alternative spetral measures, suh as those proposed by

Koenig et al. (2013), needs to be onsidered for future soiophoneti studies. The

impat of both spetral estimator and spetral measures on modelling dialetal

and soial fators for sibilants is the subjet on our ongoing work using the sub-

stantial datasets being analysed in the SPADE projet www.spade.arts.glasgow.

a.uk.

Finally, it is lear that hanging the way we look at /s/, in terms of aousti

analysis, but also with respet to time and phonology, thoroughly hanges our

soiolinguisti interpretations. Just as for Alie, things do not appear as they did

before, whih in turn indiates the value of ontinually interrogating just how

theoretial and analytial perspetives are in�uening our oneptualisation of the

very phenomena we are seeking to model (Baird, 2004).
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